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The UW-L Physics Department celebrated the tenth anniversary of the successful distinguished lecture series (DLS) this
fall. The 2002 Nobel Laureate Riccardo
Giacconi visited campus during October
and gave a public lecture entitled “A New
Revolution in Astronomy 400 Years after
Galileo” and a physics seminar entitled
“X-Ray Astronomy 2009”.
This celebrated lecture series was inaugurated in the fall of 2000 by the 1997
Nobel Laureate William Phillips. The
main objective of the series is to bring a
physicist to La Crosse whose significant
accomplishments and communication
skills can inspire and enrich the careers
of students, faculty, and the community.
The DLS in Physics is funded by private
gifts and support from the College of Science and Health and UW-L Foundation.
The DLS is intended to provide intellectual, academic and program enrichment
for various participants through exposure
to Nobel Laureates in physics or closely

related fields. The series has attracted ten
Nobel Laureates to UW-L to date, including Steven Chu (currently US Secretary
of Energy), Eric Cornell, Wolfgang Ketterle, Douglass Osheroff, Robert Richardson, Horst Stormer, Joseph Taylor,
and Frank Wilczek. These distinguished
speakers in the forefront of physics have
shared their experiences and their discoveries with UW-L students, faculty,
and the community. Topics covered by
these speakers included “Binary Pulsars
and Relativistic Gravity”, “Holding Onto
Bio-molecules with Laser Light”, “Laser Cooling and Trapping”, “The World
of Nano Science”, and “the Universe is
a Strange Place”. The series not only
attracts students and faculty from local
colleges and high schools but also from
other UW campuses. Each three day visit
includes appearances at several physics
classes, as well as meetings with students
and faculty who are involved in undergraduate research. Past speakers have
Continued on page 2
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energized students with one-on-one discussions about the thrill of discovery. At
the same time, Laureates’ plain talk about
the need for hard work and dedication (and
even luck) gives students the inspiration to
chase their goals. In one remarkable case,
UW-L physics major Joe Lanska worked
on a summer research project in Eric Cornell’s lab following his visit to UW-L.
These are just a few examples of how this
series offers a unique opportunity for students, faculty, and the community to listen
to and interact with some of the best scientific minds in the world. The UW-L Physics Department is the only physics department in the UW system to bring a Nobel
Laureate to campus each year, so keep an
eye open the announcement of next year’s
speaker.
To find out more information on the DLS
program contact Gubbi Sudhakaran at
sudhakar.gubb@uwlax.edu or 608-7858431 or Eric Barnes at barnes.eric@uwlax.
edu or 608-785-8437.

Trouble on the Mississippi River Flyway
Species introductions are rapidly altering
biological landscapes across North America and around the world. These invasions
have important implications for the diversity of native communities, conservation
policy, and ultimately, regional economics.
The faucet snail (Bithynia tentaculata) is an

A student sampling at one of our sites.

invasive aquatic species that has recently
spread to the upper Mississippi River from
the Great Lakes region. The invasive capacity of this species often leads to its dominance within the native snail community.
Moreover, the faucet snail harbors three
species of parasites (flatworms) that are
transmitted to waterfowl as they migrate
along the Mississippi River. When birds
consume infected snails, disease onset is
rapid with hemorrhaging, shock, and death
occurring within 5-10 days of initial exposure. Since colonizing the Upper Mississippi River in 2002, the faucet snail and its
parasites have had dramatic impacts on the
mortality of waterfowl migrating through
the area. In total, 15 bird species in the upper Mississippi River are impacted during
spring and fall migrations, and recent reports suggest that thousands of annual bird
deaths are further stressing avian populations already in decline.
Unfortunately, even though the faucet snail
and its parasites are directly disrupting general ecosystem stability and economics in
the upper Midwest region, very little is ac-

tually known about the factors responsible
for successful snail colonization and parasite transmission. Over the last two years,
two members of the UW-L River Studies Center, Gregory Sandland and Roger
Haro, have attempted to rectify this issue
via collaborative research efforts involving
experts from the United States Geological
Survey (USGS), U.S. Fish and Wildlife,
and the Department of Mathematics at
UW-L. In addition, they have involved a
number of UW-L undergraduate and graduate students in the project as a means of
introducing these individuals to scientific
research and to the aquatic diversity of the
upper Mississippi River.
From May-September in 2008 and 2009,
their research team conducted bi-weekly
collection trips to four islands in Lake
Onalaska (Pool 7) of the upper Mississippi River. During these trips, samples of
both invasive and native snails were collected from a number of established sites
around each island. Snails were then returned to the laboratory at UW-L and asContinued on page 3
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snail communities of the upper Mississippi
River to testing infection impacts on the
reproductive output of native and invasive
snails.

Sandland and Haro
sessed for parasitic infection. At the same
time, a series of complimentary laboratory
experiments were conducted to further investigate the patterns of infection that they
were observing in Lake Onalaska. These
involved infecting native and invasive
snails with different parasite species. Currently, data acquired from the field collections and the laboratory manipulations are
being used to develop mathematical models that are designed to predict where and
when waterfowl disease outbreaks are most
likely to occur in the upper Mississippi region. Within these broader studies, students
have initiated independent research projects that have ranged from assessments of
competition between invasive and native
snails to quantifying resource limitation in

The exotic snail, bithynia tentaculata.
Using a combination of scientific approaches have led to a number of interesting and
promising results. First, certain island
locations in Lake Onalaska consistently
have high numbers of snails and parasites,
suggesting that these areas may serve as
‘transmission hotspots’ during waterfowl
migrations. Second, these locations tend
to correlate with particular habitat characteristics such as low-speed currents, rocky
shorelines and the presence of other organisms, including another infamous invasive
species, the zebra mussel. Third, field and
experimental work has shown that the parasites responsible for waterfowl deaths have
the capacity to infect not only the invasive
faucet snail, but a number of native snail
species as well. Fourth, the faucet snail appears to be relatively resistant to parasite
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species carried by native snails. These
findings provide critical initial insight into
the factors governing waterfowl disease in
this region. This knowledge will allow us
to develop management strategies, such as
habitat alteration, that may help to reduce
the impact that these parasites have on migrating birds every year.
Understanding how invasive organisms
transmit disease to native snails and waterfowl is essential given the increased
frequency of species introductions around
the globe. Yet, investigations into such
processes are relatively rare due to the
complexity of large river ecosystems. This
research project aims to unravel the complexities of species invasions and outbreaks
of disease using an array of approaches
such as extensive field collections, laboratory experiments, and mathematical models. In addition, this work taps into the
strengths of numerous collaborators across
complimentary disciplines and utilizes the
strong academic backgrounds of UW-L
students. It is through this unified effort
that Sandland and Haro have gained an understanding the potential variables underlying waterfowl disease in the upper Mississippi River. Future work will focus on
refining the importance of these variables,
building more precise mathematical models, and implementing management strategies to mitigate the faucet snail invasion
and subsequent waterfowl mortality.
For further information please contact
Greg Sandland of the UW-L Biology Department at sandland.greg@uwlax.edu or
608-785-6982.

Learn more about our Academic Programs and Interdisciplinary Centers
The web is an excellent place to learn about our many academic programs and interdisciplinary centers.
Links to each are conveniently located on our web page (www.uwlax.edu/sah/html/programs.htm). For questions about the College of Science and Health, please contact the Dean’s office at science@uwlax.edu or
(608) 785-8218.
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Child Care Center…Kids Grow Their Own Food
What started as whimsical fantasy at the
UW-L Child Care Center (CCC) has turned
into a wonderful place for little children to
learn, explore and grow…their own food,
that is! They even get to eat the “fruits” of
their labor.

Director Sue Wrobel hatched the plan and
began working with UW-L nutrition minor faculty, students, and CCC parents and
children to implement the program. Last
spring, Sue, and nutrition minor, Nad Geraldson, researched and designed a new
look and purpose for the CCC outdoor play
area. Several small thematic gardens were
designed to grow edible vegetables and
flowers. Working with Sue, Nad used her
landscape experience and knowledge of
plants to design the fairy garden, the pumpkin patch, the dinosaur hill, the ampitheatre
and other enchanted areas. Nad also developed “job descriptions” for other nutrition
field experience (NUT 450) students.

Seventeen CCC families helped in the garden during the summer and fall. Nutrition
minors Kelsey Lien and Casey Tolzman
worked with families twice weekly from
4-7 pm to plant, maintain, and harvest
garden items. CCC families provided the
needed seeds, plants, and other supplies.
The CCC also received financial support
from the university to help start the project. In addition, T-shirts and sweatshirts
were sold for funds to establish the garden.
Nutrition minor student Anita Talavera
researched the edible items grown in the

garden and compiled useful tips for using
them and recipes, to be published and sold
to raise funds for future years’ gardens.
School gardens are increasing in number
and notoriety, including First Lady Michelle Obama’s garden at the White House,
which involves kids from local schools
who help plant, maintain, and harvest.
While research on the effectiveness of
school gardens is in its infancy, early studies of school-age children show promising results. Participation in school gardens
results in increased preference and asking
behaviors for vegetables, especially less
common vegetables such as cucumbers
and zucchini. Even more importantly, fruit
and vegetable consumption is increased in
children exposed to gardening, with nutrition education, when compared to control
or nutrition education only groups. Children take pride and ownership when they
participate in the production of their own
foods and are more likely to try foods that
might not be served at home, or offered on
children’s menus. Over 90% of children in
one study reported they enjoyed working in
the garden, learning about fruits and vegetables, preparing snacks, and taste testing.
There is also evidence that the younger the
child is exposed to gardening and a variety
of vegetables, the greater and longer lasting the impact on the child’s preference
and consumption. Although it is too early
to know the level of impact, exposure to
gardens through school may also promote
gardening at home and a better understanding of, and respect for, plants and the environment.

Several of the CCC parents say their children rarely ate vegetables and now are requesting spinach, tomatoes, cucumbers,
and lettuce. One of the favorites was spaghetti squash. Sue Wrobel reported, “The
children ate spaghetti squash three times
for snacks and wondered why we ran out!
Of course we were feeding 50 kids each
time, so after 150 servings we were bound
to run out!” We’ll have to plant more next
year. We will also begin assessing the effectiveness of the garden for planning subsequent gardens.

There are great plans for next year’s garden
and we are currently recruiting a new set
of students to provide fresh ideas and the
management skills, and muscle, necessary
to help CCC parents and children make this
year’s garden a success. In order to sign
up for the nutrition field experience course,
nutrition students must have completed
nine credits of core courses in the minor,
and identified a field site of interest to
them, preferably pertaining to their future
career goals. A manager from the site must
guarantee the student can gain 80-90 hours
of on site experience. The student can then
sign up for the course. During the field
experience, the student produces a portfolio including their logged hours, daily reflections and evidence of work at the site.
Their portfolio and the work site supervisor’s evaluation of key professional behaviors and skills development are the basis of
the student’s grade for the class. Since the
nutrition minor was approved in January
2007, students have had field experiences
at the CCC, Century Foods International,
Franciscan Skemp Hospital, Gundersen
Lutheran Medical Center, La Crosse Hunger Task Force, Mathy Construction (with
Wellness Coordinator), The People’s Food
Co-op, and The La Crosse County Health
Department. We look forward to increasing the number of greater La Crosse area
community partners who are willing to
work with us to provide nutrition-related
field experiences for our motivated nutrition minor students.
For more information about the CCC garden or nutrition minor field experiences,
please contact Peg Maher at 608-785-6967
or maher.marg@uwlax.edu.
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Three Externally Funded Research Experiences
In previous college newsletters, we have
described the successes of the REU (Research Experiences for Undergraduates)
program that was supported by a grant
from the National Science Foundation coauthored by David Howard and Anne Galbraith (both Biology). This grant funded
an REU site at UW-L for ten students each
summer from 2007-2009, and provided
research opportunities in biomolecular sciences. Students received a stipend, room
and board for 10 weeks, and some travel
reimbursement to and from La Crosse. Although several UW-L students were chosen
as REU Fellows, the request for applicants
was national, with approximately 200 applications received for each summer, from
which 10 students were chosen. The participants tended to be early in their college careers, were not currently doing research, and did not have an opportunity to
do research at their current institution. In
addition, since one goal of the NSF-REU
program is to increase participation of minorities in the sciences, participants were
often first generation college students and/
or members of groups typically underrepresented in the sciences. After a successful three years, a renewal co-authored by
Anne Galbraith (Biology) and Mike Winfrey (Microbiology) has been submitted
requesting nearly $460,000 to continue this
program for another three years. Students
from several institutions across the country
are already contacting us about how to apply for Summer 2010!

This past year, we also added four WiscAMP Scholars to the list of undergraduate
researchers for the summer. Co-PIs Nick
Downey and Meredith Thomsen (both Biology) received funding to offer stipends
and room and board for eight weeks to four
College of Science and Health (SAH) students doing research in STEM fields (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics). One goal of WiscAMP is to encourage
students to complete an undergraduate
degree, and ultimately pursue an advanced
degree in STEM. This goal was pursued by
allowing students to work closely with a
faculty mentor on a research question and
personally meeting with a successful visiting scientist from an underrepresented

group during the summer. Student participants have continued working with their
faculty mentors into the academic year.
Both WiscAMP Scholars and REU Fellows
participated in a formal research poster presentation at the end of Summer 2009, along
with 15 Dean’s Summer Fellows (from an
internally-supported program sponsored by
SAH). Other students who were doing research during the summer were also invited
to present the results of their work. In total,
about 30 posters were presented at the third
of these annual summer events held this
past year on August 6th in Cartwright Center. The students were very engaged, and
feedback from participants, faculty, and
other students indicated that the presenters
were enthusiastic about their research projects and were able to eloquently explain
their work to the visitors and to each other.

Finally, another exciting opportunity for
underrepresented groups has just arrived at
UW-L. Roger Haro (Biology) is directing
a new McNair Program that was recently
funded. There are currently 185 McNair
programs nationwide, and UW-L was one
of 16 institutions to receive a new grant
in the 2009-2010 academic year. UW-L’s
grant is renewable every four years, and
funded for $220,000 per year.
The Ronald E. McNair Post-Baccalaureate
Achievement Program is funded by the
United States Department of Education
to provide eligible students with support
and preparation for graduate school. McNair Scholars must either be low-income,
first generation college students, and/or
be members of a traditionally underrepresented group in their field. The program at
UW-L just began in October of 2009, and
is housed in the College of SAH, although
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students do not have to be majoring in an
SAH department to be eligible.
The McNair Program provides far more
mentoring than the summer experiences offered by the REU and WiscAMP programs.
During their junior year, McNair Scholars
receive academic advising, and partner
with a faculty mentor in their department to
design a 10-week undergraduate research
project. The following summer they carry
out their research while earning a stipend.
During their senior year, McNair Scholars
present their research at a regional conference, and receive assistance with graduate
school applications, including personal
statements and fee waivers for the cost
of application. All McNair Scholars participate in GRE prep sessions and receive
information about GRE fee reduction. Being a McNair Scholar demonstrates seriousness of purpose and dedication toward
ambitious goals, and graduate schools are
familiar with the program’s high standards.
Each year, a cohort of 13 new juniors will
be accepted into the McNair Program.
However, because this is the first program
year, 26 students will be accepted in 2009:
13 juniors and 13 seniors. Two-thirds of
the participants must qualify based on their
family’s taxable income for the previous
year and be first-generation college students. The remaining one-third of the participants can come from underrepresented
groups in their fields of study, regardless of
income or parents’ educational level.
With three externally-funded undergraduate research programs housed in the College of Science and Health, as well as other
externally- and internally-funded work
currently being done by faculty, undergraduates, and graduate students, there is
definitely a lot of research activity going on
during the summer months at UW-L!
If anyone is interested in learning more
about these programs, please contact Anne
Galbraith (REU- galbrait.anne@uwlax.edu
or 608-785-8246), Nick Downey (WiscAMP- downey.nich@uwlax.edu or 608785-6975), or Roger Haro (McNair- 608785-6970 or haro.roge@uwlax.edu).
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fish, but I thought I should not leave Peru
without eating Ceviche...and surprisingly,
it was really good!”
On the culture …
“My favorite part of the trip was getting
to know the people. They are so nice and
generous with everything they have. Without that, there wouldn’t be much reason for
me to stay here! Lima in itself is gray all
the time, and WAY too big for me! But everyone is so welcoming that even with all
that, I still feel very at home! It’s amazing
how it’s not the landscape or the things that
make the place, but it really is the people!”

Snowboarding on the sand.

(Editors note: Rebecca Battista, formally
a member of the UW-L Exercise and Sport
Science Department, is now an Associate
Professor in the Department of Health,
Leisure, and Exercise Science at Appalachian State University. Prior to relocating
Becki was involved in the internship program of the ESS Department, and Ashley
Carlisle was one her interns).

On the language barrier…
“My Spanish is a lot better...I think. I’m
at the point where I don’t know whether
to speak or think in English or Spanish, so
I’m very confused! But that’s good...I’m
positive that once my brain decides on a
language I’ll be set. However, my head
hurts a little bit from all the concentration
on English or Spanish.”

On the experience …
“Oh, where do I start? I learned so many
things that I can’t even begin to put it down
on paper. Most importantly, I learned a lot
of independence. I know I can not only
survive, but have a great time in another
country where I am unfamiliar with the
culture and language.”
Ashley’s experiences are things we cannot
teach. She remained in Lima for two additional months learning skills that will last a
lifetime. Congratulations Ashley!

The final graduation requirement for Fitness Program students in the Exercise and
Sport Science Department is a 12 credit
internship. The following comments are
from 2009 graduate, Ashley Carlisle, who
did her internship and an additional two
months at the Asociación Cristiana de
Jóvenes del Perú (YMCA in Lima, Perú).

Becki can be contacted at either 828-2623047 or battistara@appstate.edu.

Welcome to Peru …
“All my flights to get here went well, but
it was a very long day so I was excited to
finally arrive! Once I got to the airport
there were two people from the staff at the
YMCA to greet me, and they had my name
on a huge white board!”

Think about your friends,
family and colleagues who
would enjoy portions of this
newsletter. Forward it to
them with a note to read a
particular article. If they like
it, encourage them to get on
our mailing list at www.uwlalumni.org/whatsnew.htm.

Fitness classes in Spanish …
“Yesterday I spent my time touring the
YMCA and walking around Lima. I also
attended my first cycling class in Spanish!
That was interesting...good thing I already
know the basics of cycling otherwise I
would have been very lost!”

Pass it On
On the food …
“The food here is really good but I was a
little worried! They eat lots of chicken,
rice, coca cola, and mayonnaise! I’ve eaten lots of weird foods so far, Guinea pig,
stomach of a cow, chicken feet, and today
I tried the heart of a chicken. The only one
I liked was the guinea pig...it tastes like
chicken! And, I tried a new food called
Ceviche, which is one of Peru’s specialties.
It is raw fish with lemon and onions, so I
wasn’t all that excited to try it! I don’t like
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Allen, Robert
Mathematics, Assistant Professor, BS
(Computer Science) University of Virginia, BS (Mathematics) George Mason
University, MS (Mathematics) University
of Virginia, PhD (Mathematics) George
Mason University…specialty in operator
theory and mathematical biology.
608-785-8383, allen.rob3@uwlax.edu

Carmosini, Nadia
Chemistry, Assistant Professor, BScH (Chemistry)
Queen’s University, MSc (Biology) University of
Alberta, PhD (Agronomy) Purdue University…
specialty in environmental chemistry and emerging
organic contaminants.
608-785-5276, carmosin.nadi@uwlax.edu

Asola, Eugene
Exercise and Sport Science, Assistant Professor, Bed (Physical Education) University of Education-Winneba, MPA (Public
Administration) Suffolk University-Boston, PhD (Sport Pedagogy) University of
Alabama-Tuscaloosa…specialty in K-12
physical education teaching.
608-785-8167, asloa.euge@uwlax.edu

Cordes, Tanya
Chemistry, Associate Lecturer, BS (Chemistry) University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse, MS (Organic Chemistry) University of Wisconsin-Madison…specialty
in teaching general and organic chemistry labs.
608-785-8279, cordes.tany@uwlax.edu

Baines, Anita
Biology, Assistant Professor, BA (Microbiology) University of Kansas, MA (Botany)
University of Kansas, PhD (Botany &
Plant Pathology) Michigan State University…specialty in plant microbe interactions.
608-785-8239, baines.anit@uwlax.edu

Grabinski, Tanya
Health Professions, Clinical Assistant Professor, BS
(Physical Therapy) University of Minnesota, MHS
(Physical Therapy-Pediatrics) University of Indianapolis…specialty in pediatric physical therapy and
clinical education.
608-785-5072, grabinsk.tany@uwlax.edu

Barbknecht, Marisa
Microbiology, Associate Lecturer, BS (Microbiology) University of Wisconsin- LaCrosse, MS (Biology) University of Wisconsin-La Crosse…specialty, laboratory
instructor.
608-785-6968, barbknec.mari@uwlax.edu

Graham, Karen
Health Professions, Clinical Associate Professor, BS
(Premed) Pensacola Christian College, MPAS (Physician Assistant Studies) University of Iowa College
of Medicine…specialty in teaching evidence based
medicine and problem solving.
608-785-5144, graham.kare@uwlax.edu

Belby, Colin
Geography and Earth Science, Assistant
Professor, BA (Geography and Earth Science) Augustana College, MS (Geography) University of Wisconsin-Madison,
PhD (Geography) University of Wisconsin-Madison…specialty in fluvial geomorphology and river sedimentation.
785-8339, belby.coli@uwlax.edu

Hazuga, Rachel
Exercise and Sport Science, Associate Lecturer, BS
(Fitness) University of Wisconsin-La Crosse, MS
(Human Performance) university of Wisconsin-La
Crosse…specialty in exercise and special populations.
608-785-8183, hazuga.rach@uwlax.edu

Bingham, Melissa
Mathematics, Assistant Professor, BS
(Mathematics) University of North Dakota, MS (Mathematics) University of North
Dakota, PhD (Statistics) Iowa State University…specialty in statistics.
608-785-6682, bingham.meli@uwlax.edu

King, Seth
Physics, Assistant Professor, BS (Physics) University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, PhD (Physics) University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee…specialty in development of oxides for the next generation of solar
cells.
608-785-8671, king.seth@uwlax.edu
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Lesher, Shelly
Physics, Assistant Professor, B.A. (Physics)
Indiana University South Bend, Ph.D. (Nuclear Physics) University of Kentucky…
specialty in nuclear structure, nuclear astrophysics and nuclear engineering.
608-785-8401, lesher.shel@uwlax.edu

Pettit, Michele		
Health Education and Health Promotion, BS
(Health Science/Community Health) Truman State
University, MPH (Public Health) University of Illinois-Springfield, PhD (Health Education) Southern
Illinois University…specialty in community health
education.
608-785-6789, pettit.mich@uwlax.edu

Lin, Wen
Geography and Earth Science, Assistant
Professor, BS (Natural Resources and Environmental Ecology) Peking University,
PhD (Geography) University of WisconsinMilwaukee…specialty in geographic information science, urban geography (China).
608-785-8402, lin.wen@uwlax.edu

Sanderfoot, Anton
Biology, Assistant Professor, BS (Biotechnology)
Minnesota State University-Mankato, MS (Microbiology) University of Illinois-Urbana, PhD
(Microbiology) University of Illinois-Urbana…
specialty in molecular mechanisms of vesicle trafficking.
608-785-8240, sanderfo.anto@uwlax.edu

Liu, Sumei
Biology, Assistant Professor, BS (Biology)
Beijing Normal University, MS (Physiology) Beijing Normal University, PhD
(Physiology and Cell Biology), Ohio State
University...specialty in neuronal regulation of gastrointestinal function and teaching human anatomy.
608-785-6971, liu.sume@uwlax.edu

Sobiech, Paul
Health Professions, Lecturer, BS (Mathematics)
University of Minnesota-Duluth, MS (Kinesiology
and Health Promotion) University of Kentucky…
specialty teaching science and health.
608-785-8470, sobiech.paul@uwlax.edu

Mathison, Heather
Mathematics, Lecturer, BS (Mathematics
and Spanish) Westminster College, MS
(Mathematics) Montana State University...
specialty in mathematics education.
608-785-6683, mathison.heat@uwlax.edu

Wagner, Jeremiah
Chemistry, Assistant Professor, BS (Chemistry)
Northern Michigan University, PhD (Cellular and
Molecular Biology) University of Wisconsin-Madison...specialty in biochemical and photobiological
characterization of bacterial photoreceptors.
608-785-5278, wagner.jere@uwlax.edu

Meardon, Stacey
Health Professions, Assistant Professor, BA
(Biology) Wartburg College, MS (Physical
Therapy) Washington University, PhD (Kinesiology) Iowa State University…specialty in neuromuscular factors associated with
injury and pathology.
608-782-8473, meardon.stac@uwlax.edu

Yan, Huiya
Mathematics, Assistant Professor, BS (Mathematics) Sandong University of Technology, MS (Mathematics) Beijing Institute of Technology, PhD
(Mathematics) West Virginia University…specialty in graph theory.
608-785-8390, yan.huiy@uwlax.edu

Oldenburg, Darby
Health Professions, Lecturer, BS (Biology)
Metropolitan State College of Denver, PhD
(Microbiology) University of WisconsinMadison…specialty, coordinate SAH, 105,
Analysis of Health, Wellness and Disease
for the Healthcare Consumer.
608-785-5070, oldenbur.darb@uwlax.edu

Yoo, Soojin		
Exercise and Sport Science, Assistant Professor, BS
(Exercise Science) Ewha Women University, Seoul
Korea, MS (Exercise Physiology) Ewha Women
University, PhD (Sports Education and Leadership) University of Nevada-Las Vegas…specialty
in physical activity intervention, fitness for youth
and family.
608-785-8164, yoo.sooj@uwlax.edu
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Focus on Departments

Recreation Management and Therapeutic Recreation Relocates
The Recreation Management and Therapeutic Recreation Department (RMTR)
recently moved into a newly constructed
office suite in the Health Science Center
(HSC). Remodeling on the suite was completed in early August, and the department
moved in just before the beginning of first
semester.

After nearly 25 years in the historic Wittich Hall physical education building, it
was time for the department to move. Senior faculty and a quarter decade of RMTR
alumni will always think of Wittich Hall as
the home for RMTR. Former students and

Girls in Science Weekend

Again in 2009 UW-L hosted the eleventh
annual Girls in Science weekend for 80
middle school girls. The program is directed by Sandy Grunwald (Chemistry), Susan
Kelly (Mathematics) and Karen Langaard
(Continuing Education) and is a joint
program with the College of Science and
Health, UW-L Continuing Education, and
the Mississippi Valley Gifted and Talented
Network (a new partner this year).
During the weekend, each girl participated
in three of the following workshops: Art
and Music…and Math! (Karl Kattchee,
Mathematics), Crime Scene Investigation: The Case of Jason Worth (Faye Ellis, Biology), Movie Production through
Computer Programming (Kenny Hunt,
Computer Science), Shards of the Past: Experimental Archaeology (Connie Arzigian,
Archaeology), The Wonderful World of
Plankton (Eric Strauss, Biology), Rockets
(Eric Barnes, Physics), Will It Float? (Jon
Hasenbank, Mathematics), Catch a Flying
Car (Susan Kelly, Mathematics), Food is

staff alike have many fond memories of the
classes and the numerous social events held
in Wittich Hall over the years. However, in
spite of these great memories, faculty felt it
was time to move into more modern facilities. The Health Science Center’s modern
classrooms, labs and student work spaces
further complement the department’s reputation as one of the most contemporary and
innovative nationally accredited programs
in the Midwest. The fifteen room office
suite has the latest in office technology and
modern furnishing, but what faculty enjoy
most is the view from their spacious office
windows. As you will recall windows were
in short supply in Wittich Hall.

recall Bill Otto is one of the original founders of our department.

To celebrate the move, the department
hosted an open house in early December.
Staff from the university and HSC toured
the office suite and enjoyed food and socializing with department staff. Professor
Emeritus Bill Otto and his wife Mary Jo
were present to celebrate with us. You will

If you are interested in knowing more
about changes in the UW-L Recreation
Management and Therapeutic Recreation
Department, visit the department’s web site
at www.uwlax.edu/sah/rmtr/index.htm or
call 608-785-8207.

Fuel and Munch, Munch More (Peg Maher, Biology), Mrs. Jones’s Kidney Problem (Bernadette Taylor-Winfrey, Microbiology), The Universe in Invisible Light
(Shauna Sallmen, Physics) and You GO
Girl! (Rebecca Battista, Exercise and Sport
Science).

est hydrogen detector and will be used in
future Space Shuttle missions and hydrogen fuel cell cars to detect possible hydrogen leaks before the lower limit of flammability is reached.

A special guest was Professor Michael
Zach from UW-Stevens Point’s Chemistry
Department, who talked about our country’s need for more scientists and presented
the work he did while at Argonne National
Laboratory developing Argonne’s patented
Ultrafast, Ultrasensitive Nanostructured
Hydrogen Sensor. This is the world’s fast-

This move is just one more legacy in the
department’s long history at UW-L. The
department was established in 1967 with
100 undergraduate students. Today, as the
department enters a new era, our nearly
330 students pursuing either a Recreation
Management or Therapeutic Recreation
degree, now have a real presence in the
Health Science Center. Equally important,
the faculty and students alike are forming
new relationships and friendships, with the
other health science programs housed in
the HSC.

The farthest traveler for the event was
Alyssa Fraser, from Escondido, California. Her mother, Kathy (Weggen) Fraser,
is a 1988 UW-L Chemistry and Biology
graduate. Kathy read about the program
in the UW-L Science and Health newsletter and scheduled a trip to visit her family
during the event. Alyssa, Kathy and Alyssa’s grandmother, Diane (Irwin) Weggen,
a 1965 English and Physical Education
graduate of UW-L, all stopped by during
the program.
For information on the Girls in Science
program, please visit http://www.uwlax.
edu/Conted/youth/girlsinscience.html or
contact Susan Kelly at 608-785-6610 or
kelly.susa@uwlax.edu.
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First Flight
The Exercise and Sport Science and the
Recreation and Intramural Sports departments, teamed up to expand the First Flight
program in the summer of 2009. First
Flight is an adventure based freshman orientation program administered through the
Adventure Program in the Exercise and
Sport Science Department. The week prior
to the official arrival date on campus, 84
freshman participated in the program. Students enjoyed the UW-L ropes course, wilderness canoeing, backpacking, and then a
sea kayaking or rock climbing trip. Additionally, students hosted a picnic attended
by Chancellor Joe Gow, and assisted with
move-in day for other incoming freshman.
The program has grown to include 16 College of Science and Health (SAH) majors
and First Flight alumni who act as upper
class leaders, and 10 SAH faculty and staff.
Tim Gerber of the Biology Department as-

sisted with the sea kayaking trip for the second year. Tim stated “The First Flight program is an outstanding way for incoming
freshmen to meet peers and directly interact
with a faculty member while experiencing
the beauty of the Apostle Islands National
Lakeshore. This program provides an opportunity to learn new skills, to work as a
group, and potentially to develop a new
life-long outdoor activity”. Jenna Stark
a UW-L physical education major commented, “The idea of coming from a small
town to a big school is a huge transition and
is scary. Students were able to meet other
students who were going through the same
experience. The students said they would
recommend First Flight to everyone: it was
an amazing, fun experience and would do it
again in a second!”
The program goal is to assist freshman
with the transition and give them a chance

to meet people and make new friends in
a healthy environment prior, to beginning
their academic program.
Planning for next year has already begun.
The adventure program would like to invite any faculty or staff member interested
in meeting freshman and participating in
an outdoor pursuit to contact Jeff Steffen at
608-785-6535 or steffen.jeff@uwlax.edu.

A Year Teaching in Taiwan
(Editors note… Steve Simpson, of the
UW-L Department of Recreation Management and Therapeutic Recreation taught
in Taiwan 2008-2009, and reflects back
to the early 1990’s when he first taught in
Taiwan).

Steve, Manyu, and Clare Simpson.
Taiwan was a much different place than the
last time I lived there. When I received a
fellowship to teach outdoor recreation and
environmental education during the early
1990’s, my sponsoring agency had a hard
time finding a single university to place
me. There was only one university in the
entire country with a recreation program,
and not a single university had a program
in environmental education. I wound up in
a geography department because it was the

nearest fit to my areas of interest. When I
returned to teach in Taiwan for the 20082009 academic year, over 40 universities
had recreation programs, and there were
five graduate institutes of environmental
education spread across the island nation.
I taught at the Graduate Institute of Environmental Education at National Taiwan
Normal University (NTNU) and learned
firsthand how much Taiwan had progressed
environmentally in just fifteen years. In
some areas, sustainability education for
example, Taiwan has gone from ignoring
the subject to surpassing what is commonly done in the United States. “Green
schools” at the elementary school level are
the norm. My own building on the NTNU
campus was a green classroom, with community gardens on the roof and a series of
hyacinth ponds cleaning the waste water
from the building.
My major responsibilities at NTNU were
to teach environmental philosophy, experiential education, and academic writing to
Taiwanese students working on their masters and doctorates. One part of my job
was to facilitate environmental education
workshops for the Taiwan Forestry Bureau,

because the nation has banned logging on
all public lands and instead uses its forests
for recreation and education.
Manyu, my Taiwanese wife, was able to
spend a year near her family. Clare, my half
Taiwanese/half American daughter, spent
her fourth grade in a Mandarin-speaking
elementary school. Unlike Clare, I did not
significantly improve my Mandarin Chinese, but I did observe many encouraging
trends in Asian environmentalism.

Students collecting samples.
Steve can be contacted at 608-785-8216 or
simpson.stev@uwlax.edu.
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Focus on Students

“You’re Fired!”…Sport Administrative Class

Senator Dan Kapanke, owner of the La Crosse Loggers, with a Sport Administration class.
You’re Fired!” is not something a student week to utilize various resources to prepare
would want to hear in the classroom. In for presenting their tasks. The purpose of
fact, that auspicious phrase is more rou- the assignments is to “solve” an issue for
tinely attributed to Donald Trump of the a specific organization. These issues are
reality television show The Apprentice, very relevant and have included challenges
rather than uttered within the classrooms of related to finance, personnel, media, govYou can learn more about the
Mitchell Hall. The Apprentice is a reality ernance, policy writing, strategic planning,
TV show in which candidates compete in communication, and professionalism. On
college, its departments, and
a series of elimination style tasks with the the day of the presentation, a representative
the campus by visiting us ongoal of being hired for a position within the of the organization comes to class to lisline.
Trump organization.
ten to each groups’ solution. Judges have
included representatives from Viterbo,
College of SAH Homepage:
So how do you take that premise and ap- Winona State, and UW-L Athletic Departply it to the classroom with the objective ments, Holmen and Aquinas High School
www.uwlax.edu/sah
of providing a real, relevant learning op- Activities Departments, the La Crosse Logportunity? Ask students in an ESS Depart- gers, and members of the local sports meUW-L Homepage:
ment graduate Sport Administration class. dia from TV 19 and the La Crosse Tribune.
www.uwlax.edu
Students participate in a take-off of The Upon completion of the presentation, the
Apprentice where they complete tasks re- representative provides feedback about the
lated to the field of sport administration. solutions.
UW-L Alumni Association:
Although Trump is unavailable, a host of
www.uwlalimni.org
area professionals in the field of sport ad- Although students aren’t “Fired” from the
ministration have been filling the Donald’s classroom, the ratings have been high!
UW-L Athletics:
shoes quite nicely.
Perhaps a new pilot for NBC?

College Hyperlinks

Following The Apprentice concept, the
class is broken up into groups with each assigned a specific task. Students have one

You can find out more about “Fired” by
contacting Kim Blum at 608-785-8194 or
blum.kim@uwlax.edu.

www.uwlax.edu/athletics
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Focus on Research and Grants

Exciting News in the Radiation Therapy Program!
It has been another busy and exciting year
in the radiation therapy program. Points to
highlight are the awarding of five national
scholarships and two publications.
Each year radiation therapy students who
are members of the ASRT (American Society of Radiologic Technologists) apply for
Varian Radiation Therapy student scholarships. These $5,000 scholarships are
awarded annually to 19 different students
enrolled in radiation therapy programs
across the country. This year, five of these
scholarships were awarded to members of
the UW-L radiation therapy class of 2010.
The recipients are: Bridget Baroni, Alecia
Ellingstad, Katie Esch, Shawn Morgan,
and Michelle Walters. In November, a
reception was held at the national ASRT
conference in Chicago, IL, where these students received their scholarship certificates
and meet representatives from Varian. In
addition, the Radiation Therapy Program
Director, Melissa Weege won a $5,000
Elekta Radiation Therapy Educator Scholarship, for a second time! The entire group,

and past scholarship recipient and Program
Clinical Coordinator, Amy Heath are pictured below.

Pictured from left to right: Alecia Ellingstad, Katie Esch, Shawn Morgan,
Melissa Weege, Amy Heath, Michelle
Walters, and Bridget Baroni.
In addition to the scholarship winners, two
2009 graduates of the UW-L Radiation
Therapy Program had articles published
in the RT professional journal, Radiation
Therapist. Tara Peterson published her senior research paper, entitled, “TMI with
Helical Tomotherapy: A Replacement for

TBI?”, and Alyssa Gust, now a radiation
therapist at the Billings Clinic in Billings,
MT, published her article entitled, “Making the Impossible, Possible: Working with
Anxious Patients”.

Program Director Melissa Weege with
Elekta company representatives.
For more information about the radiation
therapy program at UW-L, please contact Program Director, Melissa Weege at
weege.meli@uwlax.edu or 608-785-6979.

Physician Assistant Student Receives NHSC Scholarship
awarded a National Health Service Corps
(NHSC) scholarship. The NHSC is a competitive federal program that awards scholarships to students pursuing primary care
health profession training, in return for a
service commitment. The scholarship will
provide Britta full funding for two years,
which is the length of the UW-L Physician
Assistant degree program. It will cover
tuition and fees, books, and other required
costs, as well as a monthly living stipend.
In return, upon completion of her degree,
she will serve a minimum of two years at
a NHSC approved site in a Health Professional Shortage Area (HPSA).

Britta Binek, a first year UW-L physician
assistant (PA) student, has recently been

Britta grew up in central Minnesota near
the town of Staples. She completed her undergraduate degree at UW-Stevens Point
and graduated summa cum laude in May
2008 with majors in biology and Spanish,
and minors in chemistry and natural sci-

ence. During her undergraduate career, she
was a three sport athlete (cross country,
swimming, track and field), a campus tour
guide, a member of the university symphony orchestra, studied abroad in Mexico for
a summer, and was an assistant in the biology department.
Britta also volunteered with Big Brothers/
Big Sisters, in the oncology department at a
local hospital, as a Spanish translator at the
local DMV, and at the Stevens Point Area
Food Co-Op.
Britta indicates, “The NHSC scholarship
will alleviate the stress of financing my PA
education and allow me to pursue my desire to serve those who need it most”.
Go to http://nhsc.hrsa.gov/about/ for information on the National Health Service
Corps scholarship program.
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